PROBLEM DECOMPOSITION

MAP ALGORITHM ONTO AN ARRAY OF PROCESSORS

- BALANCE COMPUTATIONAL LOAD
- REDUCE COMMUNICATION
- REDUCE SYNCHRONIZATION

DEVELOPING MAPPING HEURISTICS FOR CLASSES OF COMPUTATIONAL GRAPHS

EXAMPLE: MAP TREE ONTO MESH

ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

EXTENSIVE REVIEW OF NUMERICAL METHODS FOR PDEs
ASYNCHRONOUS ALGORITHMS

- ITERATIVE METHODS ON SIMULATOR AND FLEX
- NEW ALGORITHM FOR TIME DEPENDENT PROBLEMS

ADAPTIVE METHOD FOR TIME DEPENDENT PROBLEMS

- BALANCE PROCESSOR LOAD
- REDUCE COMMUNICATION
Programming Environments

PISCES - Parallel Implementation of Scientific Programming Environments

FORTRAN - Unix Based

Provide users with different view of system depending on interests and needs

Enhance portability of applications programs

BLAZE

New parallel scientific programming language

Offers advanced support for array computations

Simplifies extraction of parallelism by compiler
COMMUNICATION AND SYNCHRONIZATION (C. & S.)

MAJOR OVERHEAD ASSOCIATED WITH PARALLEL COMPUTATION

LACK FORMAL METHODOLOGY FOR STUDY SUCH AS COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY FOR NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS

DEVELOPED TWO MODELS THAT RELATE C. & S. COSTS TO:

ALGORITHM CHARACTERISTICS
PROBLEM SIZE

SEEK GENERIC CHARACTERISTICS OF C. & S. THAT IMPACT:

PROBLEM DECOMPOSITION
ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
ARCHITECTURE

VALIDATE WITH ACTUAL COSTS ON REAL PARALLEL SYSTEMS
PARALLEL ARCHITECTURES

EVALUATION OF ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES IN VIEW OF SPECIFIC ALGORITHMS

- Bin Packing Problem
- Multigrid Algorithm
- Sparse Matrix Iteration
- Adaptive Algorithm

TOOLS

- Simon Simulator
- Flex with Different Local/Global Memory Configurations
- Hep
- Hypercube (Planned)
**PROBLEM**

SOFTWARE LAYERS MAKE A "VIRTUAL MACHINE" OUT OF ANY PARALLEL HARDWARE

IMPLICATIONS FOR:

- PERFORMANCE
- PROGRAMMING
- CODE PORTABILITY

**PISCES PROJECT**

WHAT SORT OF VIRTUAL MACHINE SHOULD THE SOFTWARE PROVIDE?

- EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE ACROSS A RANGE OF ARCHITECTURES
- EASE OF PROGRAMMING
- PORTABLE APPLICATIONS CODES
PISCES Design Approach

- Support research in parallel scientific algs.
- Base sequential language
- Simple set of extensions
- Virtual machine - precisely defined
- Several granularities of parallelism
- Distributed access to data
- Portable to a variety of parallel machines
- Complete virtual machine environment
  - Secondary storage access
  - Multiple users
  - Error handling
  - Reliability
STATUS
(4/85)

- **FTN 77/Unix/VAX uniprocessor version - in use**
  - Fortran extensions
  - User interface
  - Analysis package

- **Applications - running**
  - Iterative sparse matrix solver
    - Pipelined data flow
    - Asynchronous or synchronous
    - Broadcast or point-to-point
  - Image understanding/AI program

- **Apollo workstation network implement. - running**
  - 10 workstations, 3 disks
  - Same virtual machine for Pisces user
  - Performance studies

- **Flex/32 implementation - in design**
  - 17 PEs, several disks
  - Shared memory - 3 performance levels

- **New formal model of parallel computation**